REGIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

INNOVATION IN
HUNTER BUSINESSES
IN COLLABORATION WITH

Hunter Founders Forum Ltd
thoughtful mentoring and investing

THE PROJECT

INNOVATION IN THE HUNTER

The Hunter Research Foundation (HRF) has been

Innovation in business is recognised globally, nationally

monitoring business innovation in the Hunter as part of

and regionally as essential to sustainability and

its regional research program since 2009. The focus of

competitiveness in a changing world. Economies with

this long-term program has been to evaluate the level of

high levels of investment in innovation have lower

innovation within the Region, understand what motivates

unemployment, more skilled workforces, and higher

local businesses to innovate, and assess the level of

levels of productivity, average incomes and growth rates.

in-house or collaborative design and development of
new products and services. Outcomes of this program

The Australian Innovation System Report released by

have been utilised by Regional Development Australia

the Australian Department of Industry, Innovation and

in the development of the Hunter Innovation Scorecard,

Science (November 2015) stated “further advances

providing a global benchmark for assessing the Region’s

in nation competitiveness and economic growth,

innovation performance.

including employment growth, will come primarily
through innovation.

In 2015 HRF collaborated with the Hunter Founders
Forum to undertake a more detailed assessment of
current challenges and needs in the innovation, start-up
and commercialisation space in the Hunter area. Hunter
Founders Forum provides opportunities for investors,
entrepreneurs and innovators to exchange ideas,
knowledge and possibilities with the aim of fostering
innovation and investment in the Region.

WHAT WE DID
This assessment of business innovation in the Hunter has
been informed by the following HRF research programs:
•

Hunter Pulse longitudinal surveys: telephone
interviews with a minimum of 300 Hunter-based
businesses annually since 2009; the most recent
survey was conducted September 2015 (response
rate 91%).

•

Regional Competitiveness Program: conducted
2014-2015 including in-depth interviews with 56
Hunter businesses.

•

Hunter Founders Forum online survey: conducted
in 2015 with 23 recent start-ups, entrepreneurs,
innovators and organisations working in the Hunter
innovation space.
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Innovation
is the implementation
driver of business
competitiveness
of a new or significantly
and productivity.
improved product (good
It supports
or service), process, new
economic
marketing method or a new
growth,
organisational method in
exports and job
business practices, workplace
creation.”
organisation or external
Over the past
relations.
decade, the Hunter
OECD (2005)
Innovation is the core

has built a reputation

as a smart region with a
vibrant culture of innovation, supporting a broad range
of start-ups, entrepreneurs and innovators. This culture
is supported by world-class research, educational
institutions and organisations currently working in the
innovation space. However, acceleration before the
end of this decade in business and industry innovation,
which continually seeks to refine processes, develop
unique solutions and establish new markets will be
crucial in achieving growth and resilience within the local
economy.
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WHAT HUNTER BUSINESSES TOLD US

•

of firms undertaking innovation in-house or in

INTRODUCED NEW PRODUCTS OR
SERVICES IN THE LAST YEAR

collaboration with other organisations. Forty-five %
of product or service innovations were developed
by the business itself while 31% were in collaboration

Yes

80%

In 2015 there was an increase in the proportion

No

with another business or institution.
•

60%

Reported levels of in-house innovation were highest
in businesses employing 11-50 employees and in
goods-producing services such as manufacturing

40%

and person-based services.
20%

IMPACT OF INNOVATION
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SOURCE: HRF Hunter Pulse Survey

•

•

100%

In 2015 almost a third of Hunter-based businesses
(31%) introduced new or significantly improved

80%

goods or services. This result is in-line with the

60%

average level of innovation reported 2009-2014.

40%

Distinguishing between goods and services introduced
(25%) had introduced new or significantly improved

New to your industry
but not new outside of
your industry

New to your firm
only
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services while slightly less (19%) had introduced new or
significantly improved goods.
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SOURCE: HRF Hunter Pulse Survey

Reported levels of innovation were highest in
businesses employing 11-50 and 101+ employees.

•

New to Australia
but not the world

20%

over the past 12 months, a quarter of Hunter businesses

•

New to the world

•

Of firms introducing new products or services, more

Innovation was relatively evenly spread across

than 70% were introducing things that were new only

all sector types but slightly higher in knowledge

to them, meaning they were already used or provided

based professional services industries such as

elsewhere. Approximately 16% are introducing new
things to Australia.

communication services and finance and insurance.
•

had introduced a good or service in the past 12 months

PRODUCT AND SERVICE DEVELOPMENT
60%

One in five Hunter businesses (22%) indicated that they
that was new to their firm while four per cent indicated
that they had introduced

In-house

In collaboration

Externally

a good or service that
was new to the

50%

of the entrepreneur in

world.

40%

•

Over the last
three years

30%

increasingly

20%

driving economic growth
and job creation, the entrepreneur

more
firms have

10%
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SOURCE: HRF Hunter Pulse Survey
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On the role

is “the agent of innovation … the
pivot on which everything turns”.

indicated

Mark Cully, Chief Economist,

they are

Dept. Industry, Innovation
and Science

introducing new

Nov 2015

things to the world.
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Within the current innovation space, access to
skills was seen as a major challenge. In particular

Two-thirds of Hunter-based businesses indicated

respondents identified the need for more business,

they had previously experienced barriers when

marketing and IT skills, including the ability to “buy-

developing a new product or starting up a new

in” skills and/or develop these skills themselves.

business. This proportion increased to almost 100
per cent for businesses who have innovated over

related to finances, costs and cash flow.
Looking forward, businesses planning to innovate
over the next 12 months are increasingly concerned
about their ability to build customer or client bases

Access to skilled
staff, staff costs

and to get into appropriate markets.

Competition

RI
E
ENGES EX

provides insights informing the Hunter’s future
economic growth. In 2014-15 the program focused on
the Future of Manufacturing and Professional Services.
Within Hunter manufacturing firms, innovation of new
and offset costs, however, only slightly more than a
third of firms reported having introduced any new

or client bases,
getting into the market

Red tape & regulations
Marketing

of new products or services was driven internally
but more often in response to customer requests to
develop solutions. Once developed, a major challenge
was the ability to commercialise and market the

timely processes and improved customer access.
A lack of high speed internet connections with
as a major limitation. Organisational culture was
identified amongst professional services as a key
component driving innovation, however, resistance to
change was impacting negatively in some cases.
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Hunter professional services saw technology as both
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FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

ASSISTANCE AND EXPERTISE

Innovation in Hunter-based businesses is continuing to

One-fifth of all Hunter-based businesses indicated that

grow. More than half of Hunter businesses are likely to

they require external assistance or expertise to be able

be working on developing improved goods or services in

to develop new products or services. The level of need

the next 12 months (26% somewhat likely and 28% very

reported has increased over the past few years and

likely).

reflects an increase of people moving into the innovation

A sixth of Hunter businesses (16%) were likely or somewhat

space and/or increased awareness of the challenges

likely to be involved in a start-up over the next 12 months.

involved and skills and abilities required.

Businesses and organisations already working in

Within the current innovation space almost nine out of

the innovation space strongly agreed that start-ups,
enterprises developing new products, and businesses
looking to expand would benefit from better
coordination of the innovation space in the Hunter.

BUSINESSES

ARE LOOKING FOR...

ten organisations reported looking for support or advice.
Approximately two-thirds of respondents had sought
support in the Hunter (65%) or support elsewhere in
Australia (65%), from people or organisations, when
starting their new business, expanding or developing
new products. Almost four in ten respondents (39%) had
looked for support outside of Australia.

Help with business &
financial planning
Assistance in sourcing funding options
Advice on commercialisation to get
products or services to market

WE WILL MAKE THIS HAPPEN

Guidance in marketing

Currently, there is unprecedented support for collaboration,

Identification & access to
networks, collaborations
& partnerships.

and start-up and scale-up businesses in the Hunter Region.
The Hunter Founders Forum and HRF will both play an
active role in supporting this innovation drive.
At HRF’s June 2016 function, the Hunter Founders Forum

IDEAS TO MAKE IT HAPPEN

will support three local entrepreneurs to pitch their product

Innovation Champions who challenge the way business

Mentoring will be offered as part of their preparation.

or service, as part of the Hunter Innovation Festival.

people think and can ignite entrepreneurial spirit.

This will be the first in a series of mentoring and

These Champions would provide practical tools to help

coaching experiences that will provide practical tools to

businesses to implement new ideas while fostering

entrepreneurs at various stages of development.

regional leadership and collaboration.
Pathways that are accessible, supported and well

The Business Centre, who assisted with the small business
component of the research, offers training opportunities

promoted to encourage individuals and businesses to

for entrepreneurs through the Rippler Effect Innovation

explore and achieve new possibilities within a culture of

Program, where national accreditation is offered in the Skill

innovation.

Sets of Innovation Training and Innovation Management.

Education and Training specific to the needs of start-

The Hunter Founders Forum and the HRF will encourage

ups, entrepreneurs and innovators which help identify

start-ups, entrepreneurs and innovators to invest in

the process forward, resources required and plan to

experienced innovation coaches as part of their business

achieve their business goals.

development.

Investment by start-ups, entrepreneurs and innovators in

There has truly never been a better time
to be an innovator and entrepreneur.

experienced innovation coaches, education and training.
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